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Pergo Lofoten 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
Pergo parquet Lofoten, has following specifications: 
 

- The parquet floor covering consists of panels of:  
 

o 1820 x 190 x 12,5 mm. 
 

- The floor covering must contain the following: 
 

o HDF Mastercore  
o Toplayer is Oak and 2,5 mm thickness 
o Finishing can be UV cured water based lacquer (7 layers)  
o Spruce or Pine backinglayer of 1,35 mm thickness 

 
- The parquet floor covering is PEFC and Nordic Ecolabel (Nordic Swan) certified.  
- EPD’s are available on request.  
- The slipperiness is minimum class USRV 50-52 according to CEN/TS 15676.  
- The flooring panels have a formaldehyde emission class E1. The flooring is class A+ (very low 

VOC emission) for the indoor air quality. Parquet floor covering, with CE mark according to EN 
14342:2008. 

- The fire resistance class of the parquet floor covering, including the underlay prescribed by the 
manufacturer, is Cfl-s1 according to EN 13501-1. 

- The parquet floor covering must correspond minimum to a falling sand test with a score of 
500-1700 according to SIS 923509.  

- The parquet floor benefits a lifetime warranty for residential use. For commercial application 
upon request. 

- Thermal resistance of the parquet floor is 0.121 m²K/W. 
- Installation can be done: 

 
o Floatingly 
o Glued 
o Connection on short side can be done in 3 ways: 

 Fold down 
 Snapping 
 Rotating 

o Unlimited possibility to uplift and RE-install has to be allowed without any quality loss 
 

- Expansion gaps will be covered by wallbases or profiles with matching decors. 
 

- Décor can be chosen in the collection Lofoten. 
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